LYUBOMIRSKY Sonja  HAPPINESS May 31 2012

Psychiatry Grand Rounds at Stanford in LKS 120; Thursday at noon;
Host is Dr. Anthony Mascola.

she is a prof. at Univ of Calif Riverside.  PhD from Stanford.

first slide: starts with Wm James....  hap. is a goal that  people regularly pursue...

she and her group looked at 225 studies on the benefits of happiness...

Happy people are more productive at work and more creative
make more money and have better jobs
are better leaders and negotiators
are more likley to marry and less likely to divorce
have more friends and more social support
stronger immune systems, and are hardier
are more helpful and philanthropic
cope better with stress
source: from her 2005 paper  with Kind and Ed Diener

Physical Health:
people who are happy at one point in time have
lower incid of stroke 6 yrs later and less CHD = coronary heart dis, 10 to 15 yrs later
more likely to survive up to11 years later
less lively to die in car accidents
less likely to die of all causes up to 28 years later...

Q:  Is it possible to BECOME HAPPIER?  and can we sustain it??? 
that's the billion $ Q

Our argument:  up to 40% of happiness is within your control 
 (despite a big (say 50%) genetic contribution )

everyone does have a genetic determined set point...

(determines abt 50%)

life circumstances also make a signif contribution
( amt of money, where u live, ...  signif effect but not as much u might think)
(eg difft job, etc.)

Her big focus is this => 
how abt  Intentional positive activities 
 (something within our power to easilychange)
does this work?

first off look at this...
when you study people who are already happy...
what are happy people  like and what do they do...

(a list of some things you find) they do the following...
express gratitude,
practice kindness
nurture optimistic thinking
make a habit to forgive
savor the moment
invest in relationships
commit to signif life goals
practice their religion...
meditate regularly...
and engage in phys activity or exercise..

(these are NOT necessarily. CAUSAL... 
 these are simply associated with happy people)


she did meta-analysis:

examined 51 different interventions

for incr well being, overall   r was 0.29  (r = regression coefficient)

for alleviating depressive sysmptoms  0.31

so moderate effect, signif but not huge...


r 0.33  (if u r initially depressed, then do this stuff...
 get bigger effect than with ordinary individuals  (starting from a lower place)


older people  gain even more

young adult  0.23
middle age  even more
> 50 years old,   even more...

having a coach to administer interventions is even more powerful...
(she mainly studies self-administered interventions, cuz they're cheap or free
and can done on a mass scale.)

the longer u do it, the better...
 (perhaps... turn them into habits, if u do it long enuf)
****
Univ of Pennsyl. in
Marty Seligman's Lab

Authentic Happiness.org


his book is Authentic Happiness...

he studied 1 of 5 difft things over 1 week..

1) Write and deliver a gratitude letter

2) write 3 good things (and their causes) every day 
 (3 good things..even something simple like " it was sunny today!")

3) write and daily reflect abt being at your best..

4) use your signature strength in new ways every day

identify signature strengths and use more orften..

ones in green are the best  and here they are  (the three most potent)

1) the gratitude letter
2) write 3 goods things
3) use signat strengths in NEW WAY every day (novelty is important to keep it fresh)

(the other 2 were NOT signif)

that was Marty's stuff))

***
her interventions...

she considers herself a basic scientist...
 (but... every single day she gets media calls from reporters
writing articles on how to get happy.)

here are some of the interventions that she and her group studies:
commit acts of kindness
count your blessings
write gratitude letter
focus on the positives
affirm your most important values
(there were 2-3 others that I missed)

Question; How and why do happiness  interventions work?
(ie what are the intervening or mediating variables)

Instruc:  COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS...

instruc to her subjects:
Think abt events over the past week and write down up to 5 things that u are grateful for...


outcome measures
subjective happiness scale  (in 1999  lyubir  and lepper) 
 she developed. this when she was a grad student at Stfd.


PANAS scale = pos and neg  emotions  (most researchers do NOT use this any more...
cuz it only includes v. high intensity emotions;
does not includes more subtle emotions like tranquility.

STUDY  6 week count your blessings...

best result was obtained by only recording your blessings once per week 
 (the effect was much less pronounced  if u did it 3x per week)
control group gets MORE UNHAPPY  (not doing anything)

perhaps  3x per week  was a burden!
(r u constatntly  trying to think of things to be gratefulll... then you  burn out...
cuz its an effort and they think  hmmm... maybe I'm not that happy (cuz its so
hard to continually think of blessings.)

*****  Acts of Kindness... variety as moderator...

high variety was best...
low variety was worst..

eg, if all u do is put money into other people parking meters,
you might burn out... that's called hedonic adaptation.

(most of her subjects r undergrads)

gets to be a burden if  no variety... u burn out on it...

hedonic adaptation...
putting change into parking meters.  but u burn out
better to spice it up... vary it... keep it novel...

committing kind acts  DOES induce happiness
(it seems to be mediated  by perceived gratitude...
 u see that othe rpeople appreciate it)

*****
Optimism condition

8 weeks...
think abt ur romantic life (or other aspects)   say in 10 years from now...

here's another one...

gratitude letter....
share that letter with the person  
(but that's a confound... cuz that will induce happiness)

***
role of MOTIVATION   (this was another study)...

high motivation group  "do u want to become happier?  sign up here

VS  do u want to participate in a study of cognitive exercises?  (neutral)

idea is that  only the people who are really motivated to be happy will sign up for the
high motivation group.

Motivation as Moderator...  result is... yes, this is a major effect!

unmotivated... get worse...
she shows changes in well being over time... over 6 month period

the gratitude letter is really powerful  (poss cuz its more concrete)

Effort as Moderator

in 8 weekstudy of optimism and gratitude intervention...

EFFORT (that u put into it)  matters for optim/grat  but not for control group

another study... the FIT of the study to the person's personality

High Fit is signif  effect  (eg if gratit. letter does not fit you... then forget it, it won't work)

FIT is critical  (ie must FIT with personalit, goals, strengths, lifestyle,
and sourc eof your unhappiness...

Live Happy  is her iPHONE app  (not for profit, just research.)

SAVORING ALBUM  (me and my dtr on a tirp to Sydney... taking or just savoring photos)
Happy Days ...
Best Poss Self...
Nurture Relationships...


here are the best fit  activ..

best poss self... (this was the highest among the iPhone sub-apps)
then savoring album..
then replay happy days...
nurture relationsip...
(desc order of fit)

gratitude journal  is #1
nurture relat  #2
#3  best possible self... think abt dreams coming true...

so,  motivation, effort, and person-activity fit  is impt...

*****
next study: are these interventions  culture-dependent?

for that she studied  anglo americ  vs  asian - amerc...

this was in LA;;;
the asian group had the following composition"
born in mainland China 42%; Taiwan 14%;  vietnam 14%; s korea 11%
  all lumped together in this study..
with people living in  ethnic neighborhoods in LA....


gratitude and optimism interventions  were far more effective in anglos than in asians...

western:  more empahsis on self-efficacy, self-evaluation, self-improvement, optimism  etc.
(perhaps  asian...  not as much peer support:  but really unknown as to why it was less effective.)

what are the mediators...

exper more + events
more relatedness and
more autonomy...

gratitude letter...  increased relatedness.

*** future res directions...

4th and 5th graders....  have them do acts of kindness...
when they did that their peer acceptance went up... became more popular.!!


does genetics  matter  (in terms of response to interventions.

every week write down 3 things that went well at work...

she used an electronic badge that wakes up at random times and
looks for other badges that are close by (and thereby it can record who you
are physically near at work... who are you physically close to thruout the day.).

this gives real-life data  abt who is interacting with who at work...

she shows node and arc graph

she shows 2 departments  (eg engr  and marketing)
see the separate clusters and see those who overlap...

when badge wakes up... who r u close to...


shows cool graph of "behavioral rhythm"   
changes in actual physic. movement thruoout the day (on a 24 hour daily basis..
over several months...  does happiness translate into more physical activity (or vice versa)

Q:  would depressed people benefit benefit MORE from our happi interventions...
(genl yes.. but  did not work well with gratitude letters... eg  can't get off the couch to write letter)

Aristotle  :  he said... happiness depends upon ourselves...

***
she feels that psych researchers shoudl study happiness (to find out what actually works and how much)
as opposed to say just self-help gurus.


Q  effect sizes...  lot of effect sizes are small...
(but she says... 5 mins per week is trivial investment)
(researcher asking that Q is seated next to me;  his feeling is that
effect sizes are really small, so why bother
(he only is concerned about self-evaluation biases, eg  a la  Daniel Kahnemann.)

acts of kindness... improves ur attitude toward other people...

her interventions...  have an r of about 0.3  ... pretty impressive...
she has not studied  physic exercise  etc.. but others have... it works.

I ask her abt effect size in comparison to , say, antidepressants.
she has not studied  antidepressants.. and won't hazard a guess.
but repeatedly emphasizes that her interventions  only take perhaps 5 mins per week and work.

